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USE OF AILERONS TO IMPROVE CONTROL
OF LARGE WIND TURBINES
Melvin H. Snyder and W.H. Wentz, Jr.
Wichita State University
Wichita, Kansas
and
John T. Calhoun
Consulting Engineer
Renton, Washington

Abstract
Studies have been conducted to determine fe a s ib ilit y of using
aileron or sp o ile r controls as alternates to pitch control
for large horizontal axis wind turbines. Results of the
study show that either ailerons or spoilers can provide con
trol necessary to lim it turbine power in high wind condi
tions. An aileron system is recommended for the present
application, based upon the a b ilit y of ailerons to provide
se lf-sta rtin g and added power at low wind speed conditions.
INTRODUCTION

SYMBOLS
a

induced wind slowdown factor; velocity in plane
of rotor = (1 - a)V

Most large scale horizontal-axis wind turbines u t iliz e

c

chord of local a ir f o il or blade sections

blade span for sta rtin g, stopping, and modulation of

variable pitch of the blades or of a portion of the

cd section drag coefficient
ch hinge moment coefficient
cl

section l i f t coefficient

^
^

rotor power coefficient, (Power)/UpV2-nrR3)
maximum blade radius
wind velocity

x
X

spanwise distance from center of rotor
tip speed ratio, wR/V

a

section angle of attack

fis
M

aileron deflection angle, positive down (upwind)
spoiler deflection angle, positive up (downwind)
rotor angular speed

speed.

However, design of variable-pitch turbine

blades of large sizes pose several structural and
mechanical problems. Fixed-pitch rotors offer many
advantages over fu lly-pitch ab le or tip-controlled
rotors in large wind turbine design. Blades of a
fixed-pitch rotor are oriented so that the fatigueproducing cyclic gravity loads are in the direction of
the greatest dimension (section chordwise direction).
This minimizing of cyclic stresses re su lts in weight
and cost savings. A fixed-pitch rotor does not re
quire blade pitch bearings or the complex bearing as
semblies and linkages needed for pitch control. These
factors contribute to sign ifica n t cost savings of
fixed-pitch rotors over variable-pitch rotors.
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The fixed-pitch rotor, however, has two inherent con
trol problems: (1) starting and stopping rotation,
and (2) prevention of overspeed. Setting fixed-pitch

to the Mod-0 wooden inboard blade (shown in. Figure 2),
The length of the spoilers and ailerons is 30% of
radius.

blades at an angle to maximize annual energy may re
su lt in near-zero starting torques when the rotor
axis is aligned with the wind, since the blades are
completely stalled. It has been demonstrated that

WIND uses a subroutine in which aerodynamic character
is t ic s of the NACA 23024 a irfo il are stored as a set of
algebraic equations, each equation for a particular
angle of attack range.

yaw control may be used to start fixed-pitch wind
turbines. However, yaw control is not fa st enough
to prevent overspeed. Yaw systems operate slowly; as

To analyze an a irfo il with a

control surface, it is necessary to identify control
surface geometry, such as control chord and deflection,
as well as a irfo il angle of attack. It was decided

much as one minute may be required to yaw sufficien t
ly to prevent overspeed. Typical overpseed rates are
so high that the rotor speed can double in half that
time.

that control surface data should be treated as incre
ments to be applied to the basic a irfo il characteris
tics. There were two reasons for adopting this proce
dure: f ir s t , no data were available for the NACA 23021
section with spoilers and ailerons; and second, a con
trol surface incremental subroutine would have applica
tion to a variety of a ir fo ils with minimal change.

Although yaw control might be used to provide starting
and to terminate rotation at low wind speeds, other
means are required for overspeed control. One pos
sib le concept is the use of retractable spoilers on
the outboard portion of the blades to reduce rotor
speed by decreasing section l i f t and by increasing
drag. An alternative concept is the use of hinged
t r a i1ing-edge surfaces (ailerons) which can act sim i
la rly to spoilers in preventing overspeed, and can
also act to improve rotor torque at 1ess-than-design

Subroutine INCREM. A new subroutine, INCREM, which
receives control surface type, chord, and deflection
angle as input information, was added to WIND. Output
information is incremental l i f t coefficient, increment
al drag coefficient, and control surface hinge moment
coefficient.
Incremental data used were obtained
from wind tunnel experiments conducted at WSU
21% thick LS(1)-0421 a irfo il as documented in
ence 2. Figures 3 and 4 show, from reference
ments of l i f t and drag coefficients resulting

wind speeds, with the p o ssib ility of improving annual
output. Typical spoiler and aileron designs are shown
in Figure 1.
Spoiler and aileron control systems were studied under

on the
refer
2, incre
from

60 degree deflections over a wide range of angles of
attack. Equations used to model the control surface
data are given in reference 1.

a grant from NASA Lewis Research Center. This paper
presents results of these studies which include aero
dynamic performance of aileron and spoiler controls
and their effects on turbine performance, selection
of a control system sized for the NASA Mod-0 125 ft
diameter wind turbine, and preliminary design of

While the incremental subroutine has been arranged so
that control surface chord is an input variable, the
data were obtained from experiments with 20% chord
aileron and 10% chord spoiler. The resulting equations

mechanical systems for control surface actuation and
fa il-sa fe operation.

are applicable to control surfaces with chord lengths
d iffering by as much as 50% from the source data val
ues, but can lead to serious errors for larger chord
differences.

ANALYSIS
Computer Program

Further, the spoiler data were from experiments with a
spoiler hingeline location of 70% chord. Although

The effects of spoilers and ailerons on turbine per
formance were analyzed using computer simulation.
The well-known computer code, PROP, was supplied by
NASA. This program was modified extensively for the
purposes of this analysis and is now maintained at
Wichita State University under the name WIND. One of
the modifications was addition of a subroutine which
supplies l i f t and drag increments and hinge moments
resulting from spoiler or aileron deflection. Blade
planform geometry used in all calculations corresponds

using the present data base to approximate spoiler
characteristics for hingelines from 60%to 90% chord
would probably not result in large errors, hingeline
locations forward of 50% would be expected to produce
large errors, since it is known that spoilers are much
more effective at forward locations.
To determine the overall hinge moment required to ac
tuate a control surface, local section hinge moments
143

are integrated across the span of the control in par
allel with other spanwise integrations of blade torque

experimental data for a ir f o ils with ailerons at ex
treme angles of attack are available, a model was de

and thrust loads.

veloped for the present study based on theoretical re

Expanded

Output Modifications.

sults from potential flow analysis of fla t plates
using free streamline techniques modified by correct
ing to a more re a listic base pressure.

In order to fa c ilita te

analysis of effects of spoiler or aileron deflections
on wind turbine performance, the output of the com
puter program was modified to provide two alternative
types of display of the performance results. The
"long print-out" shows local values of velocity, angle
of pitch, angle of attack, coefficients of l i f t and
drag,and the resulting local contributions to torque,
thrust, and a. Integrated results are also printed
including torque, thrust, power, Cp , average a, and
hinge moment. The "short print-out" displays only

Hinge moments for spoiler studies were obtained direct
ly from wind tunnel data of reference 2.
Control Systems Studied
Geometric variables considered are: control surface
type (aileron or spoiler), spanwise extent of control
surface, control surface chord, and spoiler hingeline
location. Most of the torque produced by a horizontal
axis wind turbine is produced by the outer portion of

the integrated values.

the blade, and torque modulation devices should be lo 

The reason for the long print-out is that it permits
an investigator to examine local wind angles and
angles of attack across the radius from hub to tip,

cated outboard. The Mod-0 turbine presently uses
pitch control over the outer 35% of the blade. Con
trol surface span for the aileron and spoiler studies
was selected as the outer 30%.

the resulting blade loading, and the induced effects.
An additional optional print-out was added to the pro
gram during the present research. At each radial
station, the computer seeks to sa tisfy continuity and
"omentum relationships by an iterative procedure in 

Ailerons. Ailerons are suitable for wind turbine aero
dynamic control. They produce nearly the same aero
dynamic effects as spoilers of the same chord and de
flection angle. Ailerons may be used to provide posi
tive or negative increments in l i f t , and downward de
flection of ailerons w ill increase maximum l i f t coef
ficient in the manner of flaps.

volving a, the induced velocity factor, net angle of
attack on the blade section, and the resulting section
lift and drag coefficients. In order to examine this
Iterative process, an optional command causes the
Printer to l i s t each successive estimate of local a,
ct» Cd, and the factor a. If a does not converge in

Sp oile rs. Spoiler effectiveness increases as the loca
tion of the spoilers is moved forward, but forward

50 iterations a warning is printed on the output
sheet.

spoiler locations result in time lag between actuation
and change in l i f t . Although such a lag is undesir

Post-Stall Behavior

able for airplane control systems, in the case of the
wind turbine, time response requirements are not so

Post-stall characteristics of a ir f o ils have been in

severe. In aircraft, control response must occur
within the time required to travel a few chord lengths
Wind turbines, such as Mod-0, have blades which travel

stigated for only a few section shapes (e.g. refer
e e 3). Thi s lack of data is unfortunate, since
fixed-pitch wind turbines operate over an angle of
*ttack range from approximately 0° to 90°.

many chord lengths per revolution (more than 100 chord
lengths at mid-control position), and control response
within one revolution is satisfactory. A second con

Charac-

k rlstlcs of the NACA 23024 a irfo il for angles of attock beyond sta ll were based on wind tunnel tests of

sideration for spoiler location is the effect on the
structure of cutting into the a ir f o il, and a third

symmetric 12% thick NACA 0012 section. For poststall angles of attack with spoiler, it is assumed

consideration affecting choice of spoiler type and
location is the effect of "mis-rigged" spoilers on
drag at conditions for which sp oiler deflection should
be zero. In addition, any gap or protuberance asso
ciated with the spoiler or actuating mechanism w ill
add to the basic section drag, and the penalty asso
ciated with drag of this type is much more severe for
forward locations than for aft positions. Based upon

***** the basic section data apply, since at high
an9les of attack, the a irfo il will separate in front
the spoiler, rendering i t nearly ineffective.
Fo
»» an a irfo il with ai leron deflected, however, the
or
lower surface shape is changed and l i f t and drag will
k different, even for 90° angle of attack.

Since no
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these considerations and on a v a ila b ility of data, the
present design studies were conducted for spoilers with
hingeline locations at 70% chord.

For the present study a hurricane wind speed of 54 m/s
(120 mph) was selected as maximum wind speed. Combin
ing requirements of generator fa ilu re along with hurri
cane wind results in a design requirement of zero
torque at wind velocity of 54 m/s.

Analysis of turbine performance was conducted by
single point analysis (chiefly to check lim iting con
trol conditions) and more complete performance analy
s is using the computer model.

Computer studies with full-up aileron were conducted
at the hurricane wind speed (54 m/s) for rotational
speeds ranging from 10 to 30 rpm. These runs show
that the zero torque "runaway condition" occurs at 19

Results of Computer Studies and Aileron and Spoiler
Control

rpm.

Power Modulation at High Wind Speeds. For wind speeds
greater than that fo r which the electrical generator
is rated, i t is necessary to either take the wind tur
bine o ff the lin e or to lim it power developed using
aerodynamic or other means. With an aileron or s p o il

ing must be used to bring the rotor to rest.

er control system th is lim itation is accomplished by

Aerodynamic S ta rtin g . Variable-pitch wind turbines
are started by decreasing blade pitch from feathered

deflecting the control upward to reduce l i f t and
torque. Figure 5 shows power coefficient versus tip

position to an unstalled angle. Then, as rpm increases,
pitch angle is further decreased. With a fixed-pitch

speed ratio for the basic rotor, the rotor with f u llup aileron and with fu ll-u p spoiler. These results
show that either the aileron or sp oiler can provide

rotor, very l it t l e starting torque is developed and
other means for starting must be employed.

the control necessary to reduce power to zero over the

Recent tests by NASA with the Mod-0 turbine have dem

normal range of tip speed ratios. Because of the po
tential of the aileron to provide starting torque and
to provide increased power at low wind speeds, the

onstrated that starting can be effected in a fixedpitch mode by yawing the rotor away from the wind.
While th is mode of operation is possible for a large

aileron was selected for further studies.

scale machine, it is inconvenient that yaw rates must
be low to prevent over-stressing the rotor system.

Figure 6 shows how power modulation would be accom
plished with the 20% aileron control system fo r a
synchronous generator operating at 33 rpm.

Analysis shows that this 19 rpm condition is

stable. Since th is rotational speed is well below the
operating speed of 33 rpm, i t does not pose a hazard
in terms of centrifugal blade loads. Mechanical brak

With an aileron control system it is possible to gen

For wind

erate starting torque without yawing the rotor away
from the wind. With the rotor stopped, the effective

speeds lower than 8.2 m/s (18 mph) with zero control
deflection, the power developed is lower than the

angle of attack is 90°, which means that the basic
blade w ill be fu lly stalled, and torque w ill be nearly

rated value of 120 kW shaft power, corresponding to
100 kW of electrical power. For wind speeds in excess
of 8.2 m/s (18 mph), the turbine is capable of produc
ing more power than the generator can absorb. By de

zero.

With up aileron, however, a larger starting

torque is provided. The computer code used for per
formance studies is not capable of calculation at zero

flecting the control surface upward, power can be

rotational speed, so runs were made at very low rpm
values, and the results were extrapolated to zero.
This study shows that optimum aileron angle for start

modulated to provide the required 120 kW at speeds up
to 12.9 m/s (29 mph). For speeds greater than this
value, i t w ill be possible to provide 120 kW by using

ing is -60°, and that a starting torque of 778 N-m

down aileron deflection, an option not possible with
spoilers. The aileron system can provide rated power
up to 15.6 m/s (35 mph).

(574 ft -lb ) is available at a wind speed of 3.6 m/s
(8 mph). Because of the dynamic pressure effect, this
torque w ill be proportional to the square of the wind

Overspeed Control. In the event of electrical fa ilu re
of a wind-powered generator, it is necessary to pro
vide means for preventing overspeed which would result
in overstressing of the rotor structure. I t is pre

speed. Table 1 shows starting torque for several wind
speeds.
Table 1 - Starting Torque with 60° Up Aileron
Wind Speed

ferred to use aerodynamic braking which must be cap
able of functioning, not only at the rated wind speed,

2.2 m/s ( 5 mph)
3.6 m/s ( 8 mph)
4.5 m/s (10 mph)

but also at the highest wind lik e ly to be encountered.
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Torque
304 N-m
778 N-m
1216 N-m

Whether starting by use of ailerons can actually be

The aileron structure consists of aluminum hinge, ribs,
and skin. Torsional stiffn e ss of the structure is

accomplished depends upon two factors which have not
yet been determined. F irst, the fric tio n of the gen
erator and gear train must be overcome. Second, once
starting is achieved, rpm must be increased to the

such that actuation loads can be introduced at the
aileron root, eliminating the need for providing ac
tuators at mid-span or other locations. Modifications
to the forward portion of the blade are minimal, con

point that the blades become unstailed so that the
operating speed of 33 rpm can be achieved. Acceler

sistin g primarily of cutting off the aft portion and

ating the rotor to an unstalled state cannot be sim

in sta llin g a tra ilin g spar and the aircraft-type piano

ulated with the present computer code. Full-scale
rotor tests w ill be required to evaluate the practic
ality of this starting method.

hinge to accommodate the aileron. Details of the pre
liminary design are presented in reference 1.
CONCLUSIONS

Power Increase at Low Wind Speed. Another control op

(1) Either ailerons or spoilers could be used to pre

tion is possible with the aileron system. At wind
speeds lower than rated, positive aileron deflection
can be utilized to increase power available. Annual

vent runaway and to modulate power at higher
than rated wind speeds.
(2) An aileron system was selected as prime candi
date for the present application, based upon

energy output for competitive control schemes was ca l
culated using a Rayleigh wind d istribution. Table 2
shows, results of a study comparing zero control with
optimum aileron deflections. Optimum ailerons de
flections are 5° or lower.

considerations of providing power output gains
at low wind speeds, and the p o s s ib ility of
starting without yawing the rotor away from the
wi nd.

Table 2 - Use of Ailerons to Increase Annual Energy

(3) Preliminary loads analysis including hinge mo
ments have been developed for a 20% chord, 30%

5.36 m/s
(12 mph)
1.8%

Increase in
Annual Energy

5.81 m/s
(13 mph)
1.6%

span aileron control system for the Mod-0 tur
bine.

6.26 m/s
(ILmph)
1.3%

(4) The system, as designed, provides overspeed pro
tection at hurricane wind speeds, low wind speed
starting torque of 778 N-m at 3.6 m/s, and 1.3
to 1.5% increase in annual energy compared to
a fixed-pitch rotor.

CONTROL SYSTEM HARDWARE
The aileron system is shown in Figure 7. The control
surface is hinged at the upper surface, providing max
imal leverage for the actuation push-rod. Travel
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Figure 1. Control Surfaces

Figure 2. Control Configurations

Figure 3. Coefficient of L ift, NACA 23024 with deflected controls
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Figure 5. Limitation of Power Coefficient
by Control Deflection.

Figure 7.

aileron root
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